-02 changelog

• Removed synchronization quality signaling
• Tie “tracable” to TAI
• Offer-answer signaling considerations
• Security considerations
• Add *-ext statements to clarify extensibility
• Terminology corrections
• Fixed nits and formatting
Comments

• John Fletcher
  – “NTP timestamp” -> “NTP format timestamp”
  – genlock -> SMPTE ST 318-1999
  – Word clock -> AES11 DARS
  – Add PTP as example network time protocol
  – Clock quality metrics for grandmasters

• Your name here...
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Status

• Review and comments solicited from
  – AVTCORE
  – TICTOC
  – SMPTE (TC32NF, TC33TS)
  – AESSC (SC-02-12, X192)
  – AVnu

• Editorial revisions

• Ready for WGLC